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CHAPTER – 1 (GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY)
2 mark Question & answer
(1) What is the function of surge tank?[2015(S),2013 (S) Q1-a][2019(s)Q.1(a)]
 A surge tank is a small reservoir or tank in which water level fall or rise to reduce the pressure of
the conduit.
 A surge tank overcomes the abnormal pressure in the conduit when load on the turbine falls and
act as a reservoir during increase of load on the turbine.
(2) What is the function of a moderator?[2015 (Old) Q1.a]
 The function of the moderator is to slow down the speed of the neutron before it bombard to the
nuclear fuel.
 Graphite & heavy water is used as moderator.
(3)Which type of turbine is used in high head hydroelectric plant?[2017 Q1/a]
 Impulse turbine is used in high head hydroelectric plant.
(4) What is the function of economiser?[2017 Q 2(b)]
 The function of the economiser to increase the temperature of water feed into the boiler by
collecting heat from the flue gases.
 It increases the thermal efficiency of the boiler.
(5) What is Penstock?[2018 Q.3(a)]
 A penstock is a open or closed pipe which carries water to the turbine.
 It is made up of steel or concrete.
5 mark Question & Answer
(2) Explain nuclear reactor [2015 (s) Q1/b,2017(s) Q1/b] [2019(s) Q 2(a)]
It is an apparatus in which nuclear fuel (U235) is subjected to nuclear fission. It controls the chain
reaction. A nuclear reactor is a cylindrical stout pressure vessel and houses fuel rods of Uranium,
moderator and control rods.
 Fuel rod:It contains a number of fuel rods made of U235, U234, and U233 etc. as uranium gets oxidised rapidly so
fuel rods clad with aluminium stainless steel or zirconium.
 Moderator:
The moderator moderate or reduces the neutrons speed to a value that increase the probability or fission
reactor. The elements which are used as moderator in nuclear reactor are graphite, heavy water etc.
 Control Rods:
The control rods which are made of Boron-10 cadmium or Hafnium are inserted in to nuclear reactor
from the top of reactor vessels. The control rods control rate of the nuclear fission reaction by absorbing
neutrons. It can be inserted or taken out as according to requirement i.e. if we need increased rate of
reaction we have to taken out &vice verse.
 Coolant:-

It is the medium through which heat generated in the reactor is transferred to the heat exchanger & it
also keeps the reactor at desired temp.

7 Mark Question & Answer
(1) Explain with block diagram the working of a nuclear power plant. [2015(S) Q1/c] [2016 7(c)]

A generating station in which nuclear energy is converted into electrical energy is known as a
nuclear power station. In nuclear power station, heavy elements such as Uranium (U235) or Thorium
(Th232) are subjected to nuclear fission in a special apparatus known as a reactor. The heat energy thus
released is utilised in raising steam at high temperature and pressure. The steam runs the steam turbine
which converts steam energy into mechanical energy. The turbine drives the alternator which
converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.
The whole arrangement can be divided into the following main stages:
(i) Nuclear reactor (ii) Heat exchanger (iii) Steam turbine (iv) Alternator
(i) Nuclear reactor: It is an apparatus in which nuclear fuel (U235) is subjected to nuclear fission. It
controls the chain reaction that starts once the fission is done.
 The fuel rods constitute the fission material and release huge amount of energy when bombarded
with slow moving neutrons.
 The moderator consists of graphite rods which enclose the fuel rods. The moderator slows down
the neutrons before they bombard the fuel rods.

 The control rods are of cadmium and are inserted into the reactor. Cadmium is strong neutron
absorber and thus regulates the supply of neutrons for fission.
 The heat produced in the reactor is removed by the coolant, generally a sodium metal. The
coolant carries the heat to the heat exchanger.
(ii) Heat exchanger : The coolant gives up heat to the heat exchanger which is utilised in raising the
steam. After giving up heat; the coolant is again fed to the reactor.
(iii) Steam turbine: The steam produced in the heat exchanger is led to the steam turbine through a
valve. After doing a useful work in the turbine, the steam is exhausted to condenser. The condenser
condenses the steam which is fed to the heat exchanger through feed water pump.
(iv) Alternator: The steam turbine drives the alternator which converts mechanical energy into electrical
energy. The output from the alternator is delivered to the bus-bars through transformer, circuit breakers
and isolators.
Advantages of Nuclear power station:
(i) The amount of fuel required is quite small. Therefore, there is a considerable saving in the cost of fu el
transportation.
(ii) A nuclear power plant requires less space as compared to any other type of the same size.
(iii) It has low running charges as a small amount of fuel is used for producing bulk electrical energy.
(iv) This type of plant is very economical for producing bulk electric power.
(v) It can be located near the load centres because it does not require large quantities of water and need
not be near coal mines.
(vi) There are large deposits of nuclear fuels available all over the world. Therefore, such plants can
ensure continued supply of electrical energy for thousands of years.
(vii) It ensures reliability of operation.
Disadvantages of Nuclear power station:
(i) The fuel used is expensive and is difficult to recover.
(ii) The capital cost on a nuclear plant is very high as compared to other types of plants.
(iii) The erection and commissioning of the plant requires greater technical know-how.
(iv) The fission by-products are generally radioactive and may cause a dangerous amount of radioactive.

(2) Explain with block diagram the working of a hydro power plant. [2015(S) old Q1/c,2017(s) Q1/c]
A generating station which utilises the potential energy of water at a high level for the generation of
electrical energy is known as a hydro electric power station. It is known as hydro power generating
station

The constituents of a hydro-electric plant are
(1) Hydraulic structures
(2) Water turbines and
(3) Electrical equipment
1. Hydraulic structures: Hydraulic structures in a hydro-electric power station include dam, spillways,
head works, surge tank, penstock and accessory works.
(i) Dam: A dam is a barrier which stores water and creates water head. Dams are built of concrete or
stone masonry, earth or rock fill.
(ii) Spillways: There are times when the river flow exceeds the storage capacity of the reservoir. Such a
situation arises during heavy rainfall in the catchment area. In order to discharge the surplus water from
the storage reservoir into the river on the down-stream side of the dam, spillways are used.
(iv) Surge tank: A surge tank is a small reservoir or tank in which water level fall or rise to reduce the
pressure of the conduit .A surge tank is located near the beginning of the conduit. (v) Penstocks :
Penstocks are open or closed conduits which carry water to the turbines. They are generally made of
reinforced concrete or steel.
2. Water turbines : Water turbines are used to convert the energy of falling water into mechanical
energy. The principal types of water turbines are:
(i) Impulse turbines ,(ii) Reaction turbines
3. Electrical equipment: The electrical equipment of a hydro-electric power station includes alternators,
transformers, circuit breakers and other switching and protective devices.
Advantages :
(i) It requires no fuel as water is used for the generation of electrical energy.
(ii) It is quite neat and clean as no smoke or ash is produced.
(iii) It requires very small running charges because water is the source of energy which is available free of
cost.
(iv) It is comparatively simple in construction and requires less maintenance.
(v) It does not require a long starting time like a steam power station. In fact, such plants can be put into
service instantly.
(vi) It is robust and has a longer life.
Disadvantages :
(i) It involves high capital cost due to construction of dam.
(ii) There is uncertainty about the availability of huge amount of water due to dependence on weather
conditions.
(iii) Skilled and experienced hands are required to build the plant.
(iv) It requires high cost of transmission lines as the plant is located in hilly areas which are quite away
from the consumers.
(3) Explain with block diagram the working of a Steam power plant. [2015(S) old Q1/c]
A steam power station basically works on the Rankine cycle. Steam is produced in the boiler by utilising
the heat of coal combustion. The steam is then expanded in the prime mover (i.e.., steam turbine) and is
condensed in a condenser to be fed into the boiler again.The steam turbine drives the alternator which
converts mechanical energy of the turbine into electrical energy. This type of power station is suitable

where coal and water are available in abundance and a large amount of electric power is to be
generated.
The whole arrangement can be divided into the following stages for the sake of simplicity :







Coal and ash handling arrangement
Steam generating plant
Steam turbine
Alternator
Feed water
Cooling arrangement

1. Coal and ash handling plant: The coal is transported to the power station by road or rail and is stored in
the coal storage plant. Storage of coal is primarily a matter of protection against coal strikes coal is
delivered to the coal handling plant where it is pulverised The pulverised coal is fed to the boiler by belt
conveyors. The coal is burnt in the boiler and the ash produced after the complete combustion of coal is
removed to the ash handling plant and then delivered to the ash storage plant for disposal.
2. Steam generating plant: The steam generating plant consists of a boiler for the production of steam
and other auxiliary equipment for the utilisation of flue gases.
(i) Boiler: The heat of combustion of coal in the boiler is utilised to convert water into steam at high
temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the boiler make their journey through super
heater economiser, air pre-heater and are finally exhausted to atmosphere through the chimney.
(ii) Super heater: The steam produced in the boiler is wet and is passed through a super heater where it is
dried and superheated by the flue gases on their way to chimney. The superheated steam from
the super heater is fed to steam turbine through the main valve.
(iii) Economiser: An economiser is essentially a feed water heater and derives heat from the flue gases for
this purpose. The feed water is fed to the economiser before supplying to the boiler. The economiser
extracts a part of heat of flue gases to increase the feed water temperature.
(iv) Air pre-heater: An air pre-heater increases the temperature of the air supplied for coal burning by
deriving heat from flue gases. Air is drawn from the atmosphere by a forced draught fan and is passed
through air pre-heater before supplying to the boiler furnace. The air pre-heater extracts heat from flue
gases and increases the temperature of air used for coal combustion. The principal benefits of preheating
the air are : increased thermal efficiency and increased steam capacity per square metre of boiler
surface.
3. Steam turbine: The dry and superheated steam from the super heater is fed to the steam turbine
through main valve. The heat energy of steam when passing over the blades of turbine is converted into
mechanical energy. After giving heat energy to the turbine, the steam is exhausted to the condenser
which condenses the exhausted steam by means of cold water circulation.
4. Alternator: The steam turbine is coupled to an alternator. The alternator converts mechanical energy
of turbine into electrical energy. The electrical output from the alternator is delivered to the bus bars
through transformer, circuit breakers and isolators.

5. Feed water: The condensate from the condenser is used as feed water to the boiler. Some water may
be lost in the cycle which is suitably made up from external source .The feed water on its way to the
boiler is heated by water heaters and economiser. This helps in raising the overall efficiency of the plant.
6. Cooling arrangement: In order to improve the efficiency of the plant, the steam exhausted from the
turbine is condensed by means of a condenser. Water is drawn from a natural source of supply such as a
river, canal or lake and is circulated through the condenser. The circulating water takes up the heat of the
exhausted steam and it becomes hot. This hot water coming out from the condenser is discharged at a
suitable location down the river. In case the availability of water from the source of supply is not assured
throughout the year, cooling towers are used. During the scarcity of water in the river, hot water from
the condenser is passed on to the cooling towers where it is cooled. The cold water from the cooling
tower is reused in the condenser.

Layout of steam power station or steam power generation plant
Advantages:
(i) The fuel (i.e., coal) used is quite cheap.
(ii) Less initial cost as compared to other generating stations.
(iii) It can be installed at any place irrespective of the existence of coal. The coal can be transported to
the site of the plant by rail or road.
(iv) It requires less space as compared to the hydroelectric power station.
(v) The cost of generation is lesser than that of the diesel power station.
Disadvantages:
(i) It pollutes the atmosphere due to the production of large amount of smoke and fumes.
(ii) It is costlier in running cost as compared to hydroelectric plant.

CHAPTER – 2
Short type Question & answer [2 mark]
(1) Draw a single line diagram of power supply system. [2019(s) Q.1©]

(2) Explain voltage regulation.[2017(s) Q4/a] [2019(s) Q.1(g)]
The differenceinvoltageatthereceivingendofatransmissionlinebetweenconditionsofno load
and full load is called voltageregulationandisexpressedasapercentageofthereceivingend
voltage
Mathematically,
%ageVoltageregulation = ( V s - V R / V R ) X 100
3. What are the factors which affect corona ? [2019(s) Q.1(f)]
The following are the factors upon which corona depends:
(i) Atmosphere
(iii) Spacing between conductors
(ii) Conductor size
(iv) Line voltage
4. Explain critical disruptive voltage? [2019 (s)Q1(d)]
It is the minimum phase – neutral voltage at which corona occurs.
d

It is given by V c = g0ẟr loge
r
Where V = critical disruptive voltage
ẟ=air density
R=radius of conductor
D=distance between two conductor
Medium type Question & answer [5 mark]
1. What is corona? State its advantage & disadvantage. ? [2015 (S) Q4/b]
The phenomenon of violet glow, hissing noise and production of ozone gas in an overhead
transmission line is known as corona.
Advantages
(i)
Due to corona formation, the air surrounding the conductor becomes conducting and hence
virtual diameter of the conductor is increased. The increased diameter reduces the
electrostatic stresses between the conductors.
(ii) Corona reduces the effects of transients produced by surges.
Disadvantages
(i) Coronaisaccompaniedbyalossofenergy.Thisaffectsthetransmissionefficiencyofthe line.

(ii) Ozone is produced by corona and may cause corrosion of the conductor due to chemical action.
(iii) The current drawn by the line due to corona is non-sinusoidal and hence non-sinusoidal voltage
drop occurs in the line. This may cause inductive interference with neighbouring communication
lines.
2. What are the factors which affect corona in overhead transmission line? [2017(s) Q2/b]
The following are the factors upon which corona depends:
(i) Atmosphere
As corona is formed due to ionisation of air surrounding the conductors, there-fore, it is affected by the
physical state of atmosphere. In the stormy weather, the number of ions is more than normal and as
such corona occurs at much less voltage as compared with fair weather.
(ii) Conductor size
The corona effect depends upon the shape and conditions of the conductors. The rough and irregular
surface will give rise to more corona because unevenness of the surface decreases the value of
breakdown voltage. Thus a stranded conductor has irregular surface and hence gives rise to more corona
that a solid conductor.
(iii) Spacing between conductors
If the spacing between the conductors is made very large as compared to their diameters, there may not
be any corona effect. It is because larger distance between conductors reduces the electro-static
stresses at the conductor surface, thus avoiding corona formation.
(iv) Line voltage
The line voltage greatly affects corona. If it is low, there is no change in the condition of air surrounding
the conductors and hence no corona is formed. However, if the line voltage has such a value that
electrostatic stresses developed at the conductor surface make the air around the conductor conducting,
then corona is formed.
3. State and explain Kelvin’s law for conductor size. [2016 1(b)] [2019 Q.2(c)]
Therefore, it is important to find the most economical size of the conductor. Kelvin's law helps in finding
this.
Kelvin's Law for Finding Economic Size Of A Conductor
Let, area of cross-section of conductor = a
annual interest and depreciation on capital cost of the conductor = C 1
annual running charges = C 2
Now, annual interest and depreciation cost is directly proportional to the area of conductor.
i.e., C1 = K1a
And, annual running charges are inversely proportional to the area of conductor.
C2 = K2/a
Where, K1 and K2 are constants.
Now, Total annual cost = C = C 1 + C2
C = K1a + K2/a
For C to be minimum, the differentiation of C w.r.t a must be zero. i.e. dC/da = 0.
Therefore,

"The Kelvin's law states that the most economical size of a conductor is that for which annual interest
and depreciation on the capital cost of the conductor is equal to the annual cost of energy loss."
From the above derivation, the economical cross-sectional area of a conductor can be calculated as,
a = √(K2/K1)

4. What is corona.State methods of reducing corona effect. [2016 2(b)]
The phenomenon of violet glow, hissing noise and production of ozone gas in an overhead
transmission line is known ascorona.
It has been seen that intense corona effects are observed at a working voltage of 33 kV or
above.Thecoronaeffectscanbereducedbythe followingmethods:
(i) By increasing conductor size. By increasing conductor size, the voltage at which corona
occurs is raised and hence corona effects are considerably reduced. This is one of the
reasonsthatACSRconductorswhichhavealargercrosssectionalareaareusedintransmissionlines.
(ii)
Byincreasingconductorspacing.Byincreasingthespacingbetweenconductors,thevoltageatwhichcoronaoccursisraisedandhencecoronaeffectscanbeeliminated.However,
spacingcannotbeincreasedtoomuchotherwisethecostofsupportingstructure(e.g
biggercrossarmsandsupports)mayincreasetoaconsiderableextent.
Long type Question & answer [7 mark]
1. What is Kelvin’s law? State its limitation. [2015 (S) Q3/c]
"The Kelvin's law states that the most economical size of a conductor is that for which annual interest
and depreciation on the capital cost of the conductor is equal to the annual cost of energy loss."
From the above derivation, the economical cross-sectional area of a conductor can be calculated as,
a = √(K2/K1)
Limitations Of Kelvin's Law
Although Kelvin's law holds good theoretically, there is often considerable difficulty while applying it in
practice. The limitations of this law are:

 It is quite difficult to estimate the energy loss in the line without actual load curves which are not
available at the time of estimation.
 Interest and depreciation on the capital cost cannot be determined accurately.
 The conductor size determined using this law may not always be practicable one because it may
not have sufficient mechanical strength.
 This law does not take into account several factors like safe current carrying capacity, corona
loss etc.
 The economical size of a conductor may cause the voltage drop beyond the acceptable limits.
2. The cost of a 3 phase overhead transmission line Rs. (25000 a + 2500) per km where a is the area of
cross-section of each conductor in cm 2. The line is supplying a load of 5 MW at 33 kV and 0.8 p.f.
lagging assumed to be constant throughout the year. Energy costs 10p per kWh and interest and
depreciation total 10% per annum. Find the most economical size of the conductor. Given that specific
resistance of conductor material is 10 -6 ohm cm.

CHAPTER – 3
Short type Question & answer [2 mark]
1. What is sag? [2019(s) Q.1(e)]
The difference in level between points of supports and the lowest point on the conductor is called sag.

Medium type Question & answer [5 mark]
1. Explain different type of insulator used in over head lines.[2019(s) Q.2(f)]
There are mainly three types of insulator used as overhead insulator likewise
 Pin Insulator
 Suspension Insulator
 Strain Insulator
In addition to that there are other two types of electrical insulator
available mainly for low voltage application, e.i.Stay Insulator and
Shackle Insulator.






Pin Insulator is earliest developed overhead insulator, but still popularly used in power network up to
33 KV system. As the leakage path of insulator is through its surface, it is desirable to increase the
vertical length of the insulator surface area for lengthening leakage path.
 In higher voltage, beyond 33KV, it becomes uneconomical to use pin insulator
because size, weight of the insulator become more. For overcoming these
difficulties, suspension insulator was developed. In suspension insulator numbers
of insulators are connected in series to form a string and the line conductor is
carried by the bottom most insulator. Each insulator of a suspension string is called
disc insulator because of their disc like shape.
When suspension string is used to sustain extraordinary tensile load of
conductor it is referred as string insulator. When there is a dead end or there
is a sharp corner in transmission line, the line has to sustain a great tensile
load of conductor or strain. A strain insulator must have considerable
mechanical strength as well as the necessary electrical insulating properties.
For low voltage lines, the stays are to be insulated from ground at a height. The
insulator used in the stay wire is called as the stay insulator and is usually of
porcelain and is so designed that in case of breakage of the insulator the guywire will not fall to the ground.
 The shackle insulator or spool insulator is usually used in low voltage distribution
network. It can be used both in horizontal and vertical position.

2. Why are insulators used with overhead lines? Discuss the desirable properties of insulator.[2015
3(b)]
It is obvious that if overhead power lines are not properly insulated from their support poles/towers, the
current will flow towards the ground through the poles/towers which also become hazardous. Of course,
the power line won't even work in that case! Hence, overhead power lines are always supported on
insulators mounted on their support poles/towers.
Overhead line insulators should have the following properties:
 high mechanical strength in order to withstand the conductor load, wind load etc.
 high electrical resistance in order to minimize the leakage currents
 high relative permittivity of insulating material so that the dielectric strength is high
 high ratio of puncture strength to flashover
Most commonly used material for overhead line insulators is porcelain. But glass, steatite and some
other special composite material may also be used sometimes.

3.Derive sag for overhead line with level support considering effect of wind and ice loading. [2016
Q3(b),2017(s) Q3/c]
Let
l = Length of span
w = Weight per unit length of conductor
T = Tension in the conductor.

Hence S represents the slant sag in a direction making an angle θ to the vertical.

Long type Question & answer [7 mark]
1. A transmission line as a span of 150m between level supports. The conductor has a cross-sectional
area of 2 cm2 .The ultimate strength is 5000 kg/cm2 . The specific gravity of the material is 8.9 gm/
cm3 . If the wind pressure is 1.5 kg /m 2 length of conductor, calculate the sag , if the factor of safety
is 5.2018 ( Q2/c )

2. A transmission line has a span of 300m between level supports.The conductor has an effective
diameter of 1.96 cm and weight 0.86 kg/m. Its ultimate strength is 8060 kg. If the conductor has ice
coating of radial thickness 1.27 cm and is subjected to a wind pressure of 3.9 gm/cm 2 of projected
area.Calculate sag for safety factor of 2, weight of ice is 0.91 gm. [2015 4(c)]
Span length, l = 275 m ;
Wt. of conductor/m length, w = 0·865 kg
Conductor diameter, d = 1·96 cm ;
Ice coating thickness, t = 1·27 cm
Working tension, T = 8060/2 = 4030 kg
Volume of ice per metre (i.e., 100 cm) length of conductor
= π t (d + t) × 100 cm3
= π × 1·27 × (1·96 + 1·27) × 100 = 1288 cm3
Weight of ice per metre length of conductor is
Wi= 0·91 × 1288 = 1172 gm = 1·172 kg
Wind force/m length of conductor is
WW= [Pressure] × [(d + 2t) × 100]
= [3·9] × (1·96 + 2 × 1·27) × 100 gm = 1755 gm = 1·755 kg
Total weight of conductor per metre length of conductor is
Wt= √(W + Wi)2 + (Ww )2
Wt = √(.865 + 1.172)2 + (1.175)2 = 2.688 kg
Sag = Wt l2 / 8T = 2.688 x 3002 / 8 x 4030 = 7.5 m ( Ans)

3.Explain different types of support used in A.C. transmission and distribution system. [2016
1(c),2017(s) Q2/c]
The line supports used for transmission and distribution of electric power are of various types including
wooden poles, steel poles, R.C.C. poles and lattice steel towers.
1. Wooden poles. These are made of seasoned wood (sal or chir) and are suitable for lines of moderate
X-sectional area and of relatively shorter spans, say up to 50 metres. Such supports are cheap, easily
available, provide insulating properties and, therefore, are widely used for distribution purposes in rural
areas as an economical proposition.
The main objections to wooden supports are: (i) tendency to rot below the ground level, (ii)
comparatively smaller life (20-25 years) (iii) cannot be used for voltages higher than 20 kV, (iv) less
mechanical strength and (v) require periodical inspection.

2. Steel poles. The steel poles are often used as a substitute for wooden poles. They possess gr eater
mechanical strength, longer life and permit longer spans to be used. Such poles are generally used for
distribution purposes in the cities. This type of supports needs to be galvanised or painted in order to
prolong its life.
The steel poles are of three type’s viz., (i) rail poles (ii) tubular poles and rolled steel joints.
3. RCC poles. The reinforced concrete poles have become very popular as line supports in recent years.
They have greater mechanical strength, longer life and permit longer spans than steel poles. Moreover,
they give good outlook, require little maintenance and have good insulating properties. The holes in the
poles facilitate the climbing of poles and at the same time reduce the weight of line supports.
The main difficulty with the use of these poles is the high cost of transport owing to their heavy weight.
.
4. Steel towers.-For long distance transmission at higher voltage, steel towers are invariably employed.
Steel towers have greater mechanical strength, longer life, can withstand most severe climatic conditions
and permit the use of longer spans. The risk of interrupted service due to broken or punctured insulation
is considerably reduced owing to longer spans. Tower footings are usually grounded by driving rods into
the earth. This minimises the lightning troubles as each tower acts as a lightning conductor.
3. An overhead transmission line at river crossing is supported from two towers at a height of 40m and 90m
above water label,the horizontal distance between the tower s being 400m. If the maximum allowable
tension is 2000 kg. Find the
clearance
between
the
conductor and water at a
point mid way between the
tower . Weight of conductor is
1 kg/m. [2016 2(c)]

4. Derive the expression for sag of a overhead line with different level support. [2014 5(c)]
Inhillyareas,wegenerallycomeacrossconductors suspended between supports at
unequal
levels.
Fig.
8.25
shows
a
conductor
suspended
betweentwosupportsAandBwhichareatdifferentlevels.Thelowestpointontheconductor
isO.
Let
l =Spanlength
h =Differenceinlevelsbetweentwosupports
x1=Distanceofsupportatlowerlevel(i.e.,A)fromO
x2=Distanceofsupportathigherlevel(i.e.B)fromO
T=Tensionintheconductor
If w is the weight per unit length of the conductor, then,
If w is the wt per unit length of the conductor, then
Sag S1 = Wx12 / 2T
And sag S 2 = W22 / 2T
And X1 + X2 = l

Chapter -4
SHORT TYPE QUESTION
1.
Define transmission efficiency? [2019(s) 1(j)]
Ans:-efficiency of the transmission line is defined as the ratio of power delivered at the receiving end to
the power sent from the sending end.
2. What are the advantages of high transmission voltage? [2019(s) 1(b)]
Ans:-1-reducess the volume of conductor material
2-increases transmission efficiency
3-decreases percentage line drope
Medium type
1. Describe the methods of solving medium transmission line by nominal T methods.[2015 5(b)]
In this method, the whole line capacitance is assumed to be concentrated at the middle point of the
line and half the line resistance and reactance are lumped on its either side as shown in Fig.
Therefore, in this arrangement, full charging current flows over half the line. In Fig. ,

Let

IR= load current per phase ;
R = resistance per phase
XL= inductive reactance per phase ;C= capacitance per phase
cosφR= receiving end power factor (lagging) ;VR= sending end voltage/phase
V1 = voltage across capacitor C
The *phasor diagram for the circuit is shown in Fig. Taking the receiving end voltage VRas the reference
phasor, we have, Receiving end voltage, VR = VR + j 0
Load current, IR= IR (cosφR − j sin φ R)

Voltage across C,

V1=VR xIR Z/2
= VR+IR(cosǾR + jsinǾR) (R/2 + j X L /2)
Capacitive current, IC = jCV1xj2fCV1
Sending end current, IS= IRx IC Z/2 = IR x IC (R/2 + j X L /2)
2. Derive the expression for voltage regulation and efficiency for medium transmission line use end
condenser method. [2016 3(c)] or
Derive the expression for percentage regulation and transmission efficiency for a medium transmission
line. [2015 2(c)]
In this method, the capacitance of the line is lumped or concentrated at the receiving or load end as
shown in Fig.

This method of localising the line capacitance at the load end overestimates the effects of capacitance.
In Fig., one
Phase of the 3-phase transmission line is shown as it is more convenient to work in phase instead of lineto-line values.
Let
I = load current per phase
R = resistance per phase
XL = inductive reactance per phase
C = capacitance per phase
Cos ΦR = receiving end power factor (lagging)
VS = sending end voltage per phase

Long Question[ 7 marks]
1. state and explain performance of single phase short transmission lines.[2017 Q4/c]
The effects of line capacitance are neglected for a short transmission line. Therefore, while
studying the performance of such a line, only resistance and inductance of the line are taken into account.
The equivalent circuit of a single phase short transmission line is shown in Fig.
Here, the total line resistance and inductance are shown as concentrated or lumped instead of being
distributed. The circuit is a simple a.c. series circuit.
LetI = load current
R = loop resistance i.e., resistance of both conductors
XL= loop reactance
VR = receiving end voltage
cosφR = receiving end power factor (lagging)
VS= sending end voltage
cosφS= sending end power factor

The *phasor diagram of the line for lagging load power factor is shown in Fig. From the right angled
triangle ODC, we get,
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2.A 3 phase , 50 Hz over head medium transmission line 100km long delivers 20 KW at 0.9 P.F, lagging
and at 110 KV . The resistance and inductive reactance of the line per phase per km are 0.2 ohm &0.4
ohm respectively, while capacitance admittance is 2.5 X 10-6 Siemen/ km/phase. Calculate
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

The sending end current
Sending end voltage ( Line to line)
Sending end Power factor
Transmission efficiency

Use nominal T method.[2019(S) ( Q 3)]

Ans :-
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3.A single phase overhead transmission line delivers 1100 kW at 33 kW at 0.8 pf lagging. The total
resistance and inductive reactance of the line are 10 ohm and 15 ohm respectively.
Determine :
(i)

Sending end voltage , ii) Sending end power factor ,iii) Transmission efficiency.
5(c)]

[2015

Load power factor, cosφR = 0·8 lagging
Total line impedance, ⃗⃗Z = R + j XL = 10 + j 15
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Chapter – 5
Medium type
1. Why high voltage is preferred in case of long transmission? 2013 ( 5/b)
Or
Why power transmission is done at high voltage? [2015(S), 2014(S) Q6/a].
High voltage is preferred for long transmission because
 It reduces volume of conductor material
 It increases transmission efficiency.
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2. State advantages of HVDC transmission line. [2016 4(b)][2019 Q.7]
Here the Advantages of High Voltage Direct Current HVDC Transmission Lines
 It required only two conductor for transmission and also possible to transmit the power through
only one conductor by using earth as return conductor.
 No inductance, capacitance, phase displacement and surge problem in DC transmission.
 There is no skin effect in DC. So cross-section of line conductor is fully utilized.
 Hence for same working voltage less insulation is required.
 Charging Current which contributes to continuous loss even no load is eliminated.
 A DC line has less corona loss and reduces interference with communication circuit.
 No stabilizer is required for transmission over long distance.
 Fast fault clearing time.
 Asynchronous operation possible.
 No reactive power loss.
Long type question
3.

Give a comparison between HVAC power and HVDC power transmission.[2015 1(b)]

Or Explain HVDC transmission.[2017(s) Q6/b]
Or Explain E.H.D.A.C transmission.[2016(s) Q4/c]
HVDC
DC transmission requires fewer conductors than
AC transmission - 2 conductors per DC circuit
Skin effect is absent in DC transmission
Due to the absence of inductance in DC, an HVDC
line offers better voltage regulation. Also,
HVDC offers greater controllability compared to
HVAC
Interference with nearby communication lines is
lesser in the case of HVDC overhead line than
that for an HVAC line
An HVDC system does not contribute to the short
circuit current of the interconnected AC system.
HVDC needs complicated arrangement for
steeped up & down
Terminal converter section is much more
expensive.

EHVAC
AC transmission require more conductor than
DC transmission – 3 conductor per circuit
Skin effect is present in AC transmission
Due to the present of inductance in AC, an HVAC
line has poor voltage regulation.
HVAC offers less controllability compared to
HVDC
Interference with nearby communication lines is
more in the case of HVAC
In longer distance HVAC transmission, short
circuit current level in the receiving system is
high.
HVAC can easily be stepped up & down by
transformer.
No terminal converter required
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Chapter - 6
Short type Question & answer [2 mark]
1. What is Ring main system? [2015(S) Q7/a,2016(S) Q6/a]
In this system, the primaries of distribution
transformers form a loop. The loop circuit starts
from the substation bus-bars, makes a loop through
the area to be served, and returns to the
substation.

Adv


There are less voltage fluctuations at
consumer’s terminals.
The system is very reliable

3. Classify dc distributors.[2017 Q6/a][2019 Q2.(e)]
The most general method of classifying d.c. distributors is the way they are fed by the feeders. On this
basis, d.c. distributors are classified as:
 Distributor fed at one end
 Distributor fed at both ends
 Distributor fed at the centre
 Ring distributor
Long type Question & answer [7 mark]
1.Explain method of solving A.C distribution problem.[2017 Q6/c]
This power factor can be either considered with respect to receiving end voltage or with respect to load
voltage itself. Let us consider each case separately.
Power Factors Referred to Receiving End Voltage
Consider an A.C. distribution PQ having concentrated loads of I1 and I2 tapped off at point Q and R
respectively. This is shown in the Fig. 1.

Fig. 1
Let voltage VQ which is the voltage at the receiving end be taken as reference vector. The power
factors at R and Q are cosΦ1 and cosΦ 2 with respect to VQ and they are lagging.
Let,
R1 = Resistance of section PR
X1 = Reactance of section PR
R2 = Resistance of section RQ
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X2 = Reactance of section RQ
Impedance of section PR is given by,

Impedance of section RQ is given by,

The load current at point R is Ī1,

Similarly the load current at point Q is Ī 2,

The current in section RQ is nothing but Ī2,
The current in section PR is given by,

The voltage drop in section RQ is given by,

The voltage drop in section PR is given by,

Thus the sending end voltage V A is given as,

The sending end current is given as,

The corresponding phasor diagram is shown in the Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2
As shown in the Fig. 2. the receiving end voltage VQ is taken as reference vector. The
currents I1 and I2 are lagging from VQ by angles of Φ1 and Φ2 respectively. The vector sum of I1 and I2 gives
current IPR. The drop is I2R 2 in phase with I2 while I2X2 is leading by 90o. The vector sum
of VQ, I2R2 and I2X2 gives VR. The drop IPRR1 is in phase with current IPR while IPRX1 is leading by 90. The
vector sum of VR, IPRR 1 and IPRX1 gives the sending end voltage.
Power Factors Referred to Respective Load Voltages
In previous section we have considered the load power factors with respect to receiving end voltage.
Here we will consider these power factors with respect to their respective load voltages. Now Φ1 is the
phase angle between VR and I1 while the angle Φ2 is the phase angle between VQ and I2.
The phasor diagram under this condition will be as shown in the Fig. 3.

Fig. 3
Here again the receiving end voltage V Q is the reference phasor. The vector sum of I1 and I2 gives the
current IPR. The drop I2R2 is in phase with I 2 while I2X2 is leading by 90. The vector sum of VQ, I2R2 and
I2X2 gives voltage VR . The drop IPRR1 is in phase with current IPR while the drop IPR X1 is leading by 90o. The
vector sum of VR, IPRR 1 and IPR X1 gives the sending end voltage V p.
Now voltage drop in section RQ is given by,
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... The sending end voltage Vp is given by,

3.A single phase A.C. distributor AB 300m long is fed from end A and is loaded as under
(i)
(ii)

100 A at 0.707 p.f. lagging, 200m from point A
200A at 0.8 pf lagging, 300m from point A

The load resistance and reactance of the distributor is .2 ohm & 0.1 ohm per /km. Calculate the total
voltage in the distributor. The load power factor refers to the voltage at the far end. [2016(s) Q6/c]
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4. A 2 wire D.C. distributor AB is fed from both ends. At feeding point ‘A’ the voltage is maintain as at ‘A’
230 V and ‘B’ 235 V. The total length of the distributor is 200 m and loads are tapped off under 25 A at
50 m from 5A, 50A at 75 m from A,30A at 100m from A and 40A at 150 m from A. The resistance per k.m
of one conductor is 0.3 ohm. Calculate :
(i)
Current in various section of the distributor
(ii)
Minimum voltage and point at which it occurs. [2015 7(c)]

Fig. above shows the distributor with its tapped currents. Let I A amperes be the current supplied from the
feeding point A. Then currents in the various sections of the distributor are as shown in Fig.
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(ii) The actual distribution of currents in the various sections of the distributor is shown in Fig. below. The
currents are coming to load point D from both sides of the distributor. Therefore, load point D is the point
of minimum potential.
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Chapter – 7
Short type question and answer[2 marks]

1.why bedding is used in cables.[2017 Q5/a]
Ans.The purpose of bedding is to protect the metallic sheath against corrosion and from mechanical
injury due to armouring .The layer of bedding consist of fibrous material like jute or hessian tape.
Medium type Question & answer [5 mark]
1. what are the requirements of a underground cable?[2017 Q5/b]










Undergrounding is
the
replacement
of overhead
cables providing electrical
power or telecommunications, with underground cables. This is typically performed
for aesthetic purposes, but also serves the additional significant purpose of making the power lines
less susceptible to outages during high wind thunderstorms or heavy snow or ice storms.
Undergrounding can increase the initial costs of electric power transmission and distribution.
Less
subject
to
damage
from
severe
weather
conditions
(mainly lightning,
hurricanes/cyclones/typhoons, tornados, other winds, and freezing)
Underground cables need a narrower surrounding strip of about 1–10 meters to install (up to 30 m for
400 kV cables during construction), whereas an overhead line requires a surrounding strip of about
20–200 meters wide to be kept permanently clear for safety, maintenance and repair.
Underground cables pose no hazard to low flying aircraft or to wildlife.
Underground cables have much less danger of conductor theft, illegal connections, [3] sabotage, and
damage from armed conflict.
Burying utility lines makes room for more large trees on sidewalks, the trees conveying environmental
benefits and increase of property values.

2. With neat diagram , describe Murry loop test for the location of
(i)
Earth fault
(ii)
Short circuit fault to an underground cable

[2016(s) Q7/b]
[2019(s) Q.4]

The Murray loop test is the most common and accurate method of locating earth fault or short-circuit fault
in underground cables. (i) Earth fault : Fig. below shows the circuit diagram for locating the earth fault by
Murray loop test. Here AB is the sound cable and CD is the faulty cable; the earth fault occuring at point F.
The far end D of the faulty cable is joined to the far end B of the sound cable through a low resistance link.
Two variable resistances P and Q are joined to ends A and C (See Fig) respectively and serve as the ratio
arms of the Wheatstone bridge. Let R = resistance of the conductor loop upto the fault from the test end
X = resistance of the other length of the loop
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Thus the position of the fault is located. Note that resistance of the fault is in the battery circuit and not in
the bridge circuit. Therefore, fault resistance does not affect the balancing of the bridge. However, if the
fault resistance is high, the sensitivity of the bridge is reduced.
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3.Classify cable. [2016(s) Q5/b]
Underground cables are generally required to deliver 3-phase power. For voltages upto 66 kV, 3-core
cable is preferred due to economic reasons.
The following types of cables are generally used for 3-phase service :
1. Belted cables — upto 11 kV
2. Screened cables — from 22 kV to 66 kV
3. Pressure cables — beyond 66 kV.
1. Belted cables.
 These cables are used for voltages upto 11kV but in extraordinary
cases,it may be extended upto 22kV. Fig. shows the constructional
details
 The cores are insulated from each other by layers of impregnated
paper. Another layer by paper belt is wound round the grouped
insulated cores. The gap between the insulated cores is filled with
fibrous insulating material (jute etc.)
 The belt is covered with lead sheath to protect the cable against
moisture and mechanical injury.

2. Screened cables.
 These cables are meant for use upto 33 kV, but in particular cases their usedupto 66 kV. Two types
of screened cables are H type cables and S.L. type cables.
(i) H-type cables.
 H-type cable. Each core is insulated by layers of impregnated paper. The insulation on each core
is covered with a metallic screen which consists of a perforated aluminum foil. The cores are laid
in such a way that metallic screens make contact with one another.
 An additional conducting belt (copper woven fabric tape) is wrapped round the three cores. The
cable has no insulating belt but lead sheath, bedding , armouring and serving follow as usual. It is
easy to see that each core screen is in electrical contact with the conducting belt and the lead
sheath.
 Two principal advantages are claimed for H-type cables. The voids if present tend to reduce the
breakdown strength of the cable and may cause considerable damage to the paper insulation.
Secondly,the metallic screens increase the heat dissipating power of the cable.
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(ii) S.L. type cables
 Thereis no overall lead sheath but only armouring and serving are provided. The S.L. type cables
have two main advantages Firstly,the separate sheaths minimizes the possibility of core-to-core
breakdown. Secondly,bending of cables becomes easy due to the elimination of overall lead
sheath. However,
 the disadvantage isthatthe three lead sheaths of S.L. cable are much thin nerthanthe single sheath
of H-cable and, therefore, call for greater care in manufacture.
3. Pressure cables
 When the operating voltages are greater than 66 kV, pressure
cables are used.
 Two types of pressure cables viz.oil-filled cables and gas
pressure cables are commonly used.
(i) Oil-filled cables.
 In such types of cables, channels or ducts are provided in the
cable for oil circulation. Oil-filled cables are of three types viz., single-core conductor channel,
single-core sheath channel and three-core filler-space channels.
 Disadvantage of this type of cable is that the channel is at the middle of the cable and is at full
voltage w.r.t. earth, so that a very complicated system of joints is necessary.

(ii) Gas pressure cables.
 The construction of the cable is similar to that of an ordinary solid type
except that it is of triangular shape and thickness of lead sheath is 75%that of solid
cable.
 The triangular section reduces the weight and gives low thermal resistance
but the main reason for triangular shape is thatthe lead sheath acts as a
pressure membrane.
 maintenance cost is small and the nitrogen gas helps in quenching any
flame. However, it has the disadvantage that the overall cost is very high.
Long type Question & answer [7 mark]
1.State and explain one H.T cable.[2017 Q5/c]
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High tension cables: These have a maximum voltage handling capacity of 11 kV.
Belted Cable:
In such cables, the conductors (usually three) are bunched together and then bounded with an
insulating paper ‘belt’. In such cables, each conductor is insulated using paper impregnated with a
suitable dielectric. The gaps between the conductors and the insulating paper belt are filled with a
fibrous dielectric material such as Jute or Hessian. This provides flexibility as well as a circular shape. As
we discussed earlier (in Construction of Cables), the jute layer is then covered by a metallic sheath and
armouring for protection. One particular speciality of this cable is that its shape may not be perfectly
circular. It is kept non-circular to use the available space more effectively.

There are some limitations of such construction. Since the electric field is tangential, the insulation
provided is stressed. As a result, the dielectric strength falls over time. Hence, such construction isn’t
preferred for voltage levels above 11 kV.
2.Write briefly about different types of laying of underground cable. [2016(s) Q5/c]
The reliability of underground cable network depends to a considerable extent upon the proper laying and
attachment of fittings i.e., cable end boxes, joints, branch connectors etc. There are three main methods
of laying underground cables viz., direct laying, draw-in system and the solid system.
1. Direct laying. This method of laying underground cables is simple and
cheap and is much favoured in modern practice. In this method, a trench
of about 1·5 metres deep and 45 cm wide is dug. The trench is covered
with a layer of fine sand (of about 10 cm thickness) and the cable is laid
over this sand bed. The sand prevents the entry of moisture from the
ground and thus protects the cable from decay. After the cable has been
laid in the trench, it is covered with another layer of sand of about 10 cm
thickness The trench is then covered with bricks and other materials in
order to protect the cable Cables to be laid in this way must have serving
of bituminised paper and hessian tape so as to provide protection against corrosion
Andelectorlysis.
Advantages
(i) It is a simple and less costly method.
(ii) It gives the best conditions for dissipating the heat generated in the cables.
(iii) It is a clean and safe method as the cable is invisible and free from external disturbances.
Disadvantages
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(i) The extension of load is possible
(ii) The maintenance cost is very high.
(iii) Localisation of fault is difficult.
.
2. Draw-in system. In this method, conduit or duct of glazed stone or cast iron or concrete are laid in the
ground with manholes at suitable positions along the cable route. The cables are then pulled into position
from manholes. Fig shows section through four-way underground duct
line. Three of the ducts carry transmission cables and the fourth duct
carries relay protection connection, pilot wires.
Advantages
(i) Repairs, alterations or additions to the cable network can be made
without opening the ground.
(ii)Joints become simpler and maintenance cost less
(iii) There are very less chances of fault occurrence
Disadvantages
(i) The initial cost is very high.
(ii) The current carrying capacity of the cables is reduced due to the close grouping of cables
3. Solid system. In this method of laying, the cable is laid in open pipes or troughs dug out inearth along
the cable route. The troughing is of cast iron, stoneware, asphalt or treated wood. Afterthe cable is laid in
position, the troughing is filled with a bituminous or asphaltic compound andcovered over.
Disadvantages
(i) It is more expensive than direct laid system.
(ii) It requires skilled labour and favourable weather conditions.
(iii) Due to poor heat dissipation facilities, the current carrying capacity of the cable is reduced.
Chapter -8
Short type Question & answer [2 mark]
1. What is load curve? [2015(S) Q4/a].[2016 1(a)]
 The curve showing the variation of load on the power station with respect to (w.r.t) time is known
as a load curve.
 The load on a power station is never constant; it varies from time to time.
2. What is demand factor? [2014(S), 2015(S) Q3/a] [2016 2(a)]
It is the ratio of maximum demand on the power station to its connected load i.e.,
Demand factor = Maximum demand / Connected load
The value of demand factor is usually less than 1.
3. State two causes of low power factor. [2015(S) Q5/a].
 Most of the a.c. motors are of induction type (1phase and 3phase) which have low lagging power
factor.
 Arc lamps, electric discharge lamps and industrial heating furnaces operate at low lagging power
factor.
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4. What are the drawbacks of low power factor? [2014(S) Q3/a
 The KVA rating of the equipment will be large
 The conductor size will be greater
 Large copper loss
 Poor voltage regulation
5. Define diversity factor. [2014(S) Q3/a] [2016 3(a).2017(s) Q3/a]
Diversity factor. - The ratio of the sum of individual maximum demands to the maximum demand on
power station is known as diversity factor i.e.,
Diversity factor = Sum of individual max. Demands / Max.demand on power station
6. Define plant capacity factor. [2012(S) Q1/c] [2016 4(a),2016(s) Q4/a]
Plant capacity factor.It is the ratio of actual energy produced to the maximum possible energy that could
have been produced during a given period i.e.,
Plant capacity factor = Actual energy produced / Max. energy that could have been produced
7. Define maximum Demand. [2016 Q5(a)]
 Maximum demand :It is the greatest demand of load on the power station during a given period.
 The knowledge of maximumdemand is very important as it helps in determiningthe installed capacity
of the station
8. Define load factor.[2019(s)Q.1(i)]
The ratio of average load to the maximum demand during a given period is known as load factor i.e.,
Load factor = Average load / Max. demand
If the plant is in operation for T hours,
Load factor = Average load x T / Max. Demand x T
Medium type Question & answer [5 mark]
1. Write briefly about demand factor and load factor. [2013 Q6/b,2016(s) Q1/a and Q2/a,2017(s) Q2/a]
Demand factor. It is the ratio of maximum demand on the power station to its connected load i.e
Demand factor = Maximum demand / Connected load
The value of demand factor is usually less than 1. It is expected because maximum demand on the power
station is generally less than the connected load. If the maximum demand on the power station is 80 MW
and the connected load is 100 MW,
Then demand factor = 80/100 = 0·8.
The knowledge of demand factor is vital in determining the capacity of theplant equipment.
Load factor.
The ratio of average load to the maximum demand during a given period is known as load factor i.e.,
Load factor = Average load / Max. demand
If the plant is in operation for T hours,
Load factor = Average load x T / Max. Demand x T
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The load factor may be daily load factor, monthly load factor or annual load factor if the time period
considered is a day or month or year. Load factor is always less than 1 because average load is smaller
than the maximum demand. The load factor plays key role in determining the overall cost per unit
generated. Higher the load factor of the power station, lesser will be the cost per unit generated.
Chapter -9
Short type Question & answer [2 mark]
1. What is flat rate tariff? [2013(S) Q3/a,2017(s) Q7/a]
When different types of consumers are charged at different uniform per unit rates, it is called a flat rate
tariff.
In this type of tariff, the consumers are grouped into different classes and each class of consumers
is charged at a different uniform rate. The advantage of such a tariff is that it is more fair to different types
of consumers and is quite simple in calculations.
2. What is two part tariff? [2015(S) Q2/a]
When the rate of electrical energy is charged on the basis of maximum demand of the cons umer and the
units consumed, it is called a two-part tariff.
In two-part tariff, the total charge to be made from the consumer is split into two components viz.,
fixed charges and running charges. The fixed charges depend upon the maximum demand of the consumer
while the running charges depend upon the number of units consumed by the consumer.
Thus, the consumer is charged at a certain amount per kW of maximumdemand plus a certain
amount per kWh of energy consumed.
3. What do you understand by tariff? [2019(s) Q.1(j)]
The rate at which electrical energy is supplied to a consumer is known as tariff.
Medium type
1.
The maximum demand of a consumer is 20A, at 220V and its total energy consumption is 8800
kWh. If the energy is charged at rate of 20 paise per unit. For 500 hour use of maximum demand per
annum plus 10 paise per unit for additional unit. Calculate (i) annual bill (ii) Equivalent flat rate. [2015
2(b),2017(S) Q7/b]
Assume the load factor and power factor to be unity.
∴ Maximum demand = 220 X 20 X 1 / 1000 = 4 4 kW
(i)
Units consumed in 500 hrs = 4·4 X 500 = 2200 kWh
Charges for 2200 kWh = Rs 0·2 × 2200 = Rs 440
Remaining units = 8800 − 2200 = 6600 kWh
Charges for 6600 kWh = Rs 0·1 × 6600 = Rs 660
∴ Total annual bill = Rs (440 + 660) = Rs. 1100
(ii)
Equivalent flat rate = Rs 1100 / 8800 = 12.50 paise
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2. What do you understand by tariff? Discuss the objective of tariff. [2014 1(b)]
The rate at which electrical energy is supplied to a consumer is known as tariff.
Objectives of tariff :- Like other commodities, electrical energy is also sold at such a rate so that it
not only returns the cost but also earns reasonable profit. Therefore, a tariff should include the
following items :
(i) Recovery of cost of producing electrical energy at the power station.
(ii) Recovery of cost on the capital investment in transmission and distribution systems.
(iii) Recovery of cost of operation and maintenance of supply of electrical energy e.g., metering
equipment, billing etc.
(iv) A suitable profit on the capital investment
3. What is two part tariffwith its advantages and disadvantages? [2019(s) Q.2(d)]
When the rate of electrical energy is charged on the basis of maximum demand of the consumer and the
units consumed, it is called a two-part tariff.
In two-part tariff, the total charge to be made from the consumer is split into two components viz.,
fixed charges and running charges. The fixed charges depend upon the maximum demand of the consumer
while the running charges depend upon the number of units consumed by the consumer.
Thus, the consumer is charged at a certain amount per kW of maximumdemand plus a certain
amount per kWh of energy consumed.
Chapter -10
Medium type
1. with a neat diagram explain how the total load can be transferred from main bus bar to duplicate
bus bar at 66 KV line at the time of repair or fault. 2013 ( 7/b)
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This system consists of two bus-bars, a “main” bus-bar and a “spare” bus-bar. Each bus-bar has the
capacity to take up the entire sub-station load. The incoming and outgoing lines can be connected to
either bus-bar with the help of a bus-bar coupler which consists of a circuit breaker and isolators.
Both incoming and outgoing lines are connected through circuit breakers having isolators on their either
end. Whenever repair is to be carried over the line towers, the line is first switched off and then earthed.
Ordinarily, the incoming and outgoing lines remain connected to the main bus-bar. However,
in case of repair of main bus-bar or fault occurring on it, the continuity of supply to the circuit can be
maintained by transferring it to the spare bus-bar.
2. Give a layout of L.T substation. 2015 ( 7/b)

(i)The 3-phase, 3-wire 11 kV line is tapped and brought to the gang operating switch installed near the substation. The G.O. switch consists of isolators connected in each phase of the 3phase line.
(ii) From the G.O. switch, the 11 kV line is brought to the indoor sub-station as underground cable. It is fed
to the H.T. side of the transformer (11 kV/400 V) via the 11 kV O.C.B. The transformer steps down the
voltage to 400 V, 3-phase, 4-wire.
(iii) The secondary of transformer supplies to the bus-bars via the main O.C.B. From the busbars, 400 V, 3phase, 4-wire supply is given to the various consumers via 400 V O.C.B. The voltage between any two
phases is 400 V and between any phase and neutral it is 230 V. The single phase residential load is
connected between any one phase and neutral whereas 3phase, 400 V motor load is connected across 3phase lines directly.

Long type
1. Daw layout of EHT substation and write function of its component. [2016(s) Q7/(i)]
Or Draw and explain a 132kv/33kv substation.[2017(s) Q7/c]
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The project work assigned to us was to design a 132/33 KV EHV substation. We considered incoming
power at 132 KV and the power was transferred to main bus through isolator-circuit breaker-isolator
combination. The power from main bus was fed into a 20MVA transformer which stepped the voltage
down to 33KV.
The power is then fed into a 33KV bus from which different loads were tapped. In the process, the surge
impedance loading of 132 KV and 33 KV lines were calculated and they were used to estimate the
maximum power that can be transferred by one transmission line.

132-33 kV substation single line diagram
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